
Trimmer / Pet clipper Oneisall DTJ-002 (gold) Ref: 6934399223259
Trimmer / Pet clipper Oneisall DTJ-002 (gold)

Oneisall DTJ-002 Pet Trimmer / Clippers (Blue-Gray)
The Oneisall DTJ-002 Pet Trimmer is the perfect solution for any pet owner looking for an efficient and stress-free way to keep their pets
in excellent condition. Combining low noise, a long-lasting battery, and ease of use, this blue-gray trimmer model is an ideal choice for
caring owners.
 
Low Noise Level: Comfort for Your Pet
The key feature of the Oneisall DTJ-002 trimmer is its quiet operation. Emitting only 50 dB of noise, it ensures comfort for animals during
grooming, minimizing stress and anxiety. This is the perfect solution for sensitive animals that are afraid of loud noises.
 
Long Working Time: Reliable Battery
With a 2500mAh battery capacity, the Oneisall DTJ-002 trimmer offers a long working time without the need for frequent charging. An
analog battery level indicator makes it easy to monitor the charge status, ensuring that the device is always ready for use.
 
Two Grooming Speeds
The trimmer features two grooming speeds,  allowing you to adjust the device's performance to the individual  needs of  each pet.  This
enables you to choose the appropriate speed, ensuring both effectiveness and gentleness on your pet's skin.
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Easy Operation: Intuitive Grooming
The design of the Oneisall DTJ-002 trimmer focuses on ease of use, ensuring that every pet owner, regardless of experience, can operate
it without any issues. The ergonomic shape and balanced weight provide comfort and precision during grooming.
 
Complete Accessory Set
The  DTJ-002  trimmer  comes  with  six  attachments,  lubricating  oil,  charging  cable,  brush,  and  comb.  These  accessories  offer  various
styling and grooming options and make device maintenance easy.  Additionally,  the trimmer operates at  7000 revolutions per  minute,
ensuring fast and precise trimming, even on the thickest fur. Choosing the Oneisall DTJ-002 trimmer is an investment in the comfort and
health of your pet.
 
Package Contents
Trimmer x 1
Attachment x 6
Lubricating Oil x 1
Charging Cable x 1
Brush x 1
Comb x 1
 
Specifications
BrandOneisall
ModelDTJ-002
ColorBlue-Gray
Rotations per Minute7000
Noise Level50dB
Battery Capacity2500mAh

Preço:

Antes: € 35.4978

Agora: € 31.00

Casa inteligente, Intelligent animal devices
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